la thuile
two high level resorts linked on one lift pass :: ski italy (la thuile) and france (la rosiere) during one ski course :: good access to slopes, lifts within 200m of apartments
all snowsport equipment stored in your apartment :: skiiing up to 2650m :: apartment style accommodation, but with meals provided

The joint ski area of La Thuile and La Rosière spans the
Petit St Bernard Pass, the link between Italy and France,
over which, it is reputed, Hannibal rode his elephant.
The old village is attractive, and hosts various shops,
restaurants and bars run by the friendly locals. The
resort has grown over the last decade to make use
of the large area of ski slopes which run down to the
village, making it particularly popular with those who
seek doorstep skiing.
Access to the slopes is by the main cable car, or a
chairlift, situated at the edge of the complex. There is
an excellent variation of pistes, from blue to black, all
easily accessible. Pistes are well groomed and clearly
marked, allowing for easy navigation in all conditions
when followed in conjunction with a piste map.

Resort facts
› Resort height - 1450m
› Highest Skiing - 2650m
› 160km of Pistes
› Longest run - 11km
› 300+ snow cannons

› Direction of slopes- E N W La Thuile
S W - La Rosiere
› Pistes - Open and wide
› 33 blue runs, 32 red runs & 15 black runs
› 1 gondolas, 19 chairlifts, 3 moving walkways & 16
draglifts
› 15 mountain restaurants
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Snow conditions are generally excellent due to the
height of the resort, the facility of snow cannons and
the fact that the slopes are north facing. However in
early season, conditions can be fairly cold and windy
and adequate ski wear is, obviously, essential. Daily
updates on the skiing conditions are available on the
information board located at the departure point of
the main cable car.
For intermediate and the more experienced skiers, it
is worth skiing over to La Rosière in France. The views
are spectacular and the experience superb, but you
must take careful note of the time of the last lift back.
Off-piste is also excellent, especially in the bowls
between the two resorts and, for those who have
always fancied a day’s heli-skiing, this area of Italy
offers some very reasonably priced day excursions.

